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 Executive Summary 
 
The inherently international character of neutron research has brought many collaborations with it 
across borders. The success of the Institute Laue Langevin as the large-scale international research 
infrastructure for many decades is the world-leading demonstration of how science thrives on 
(international) collaborations and the European Spallation Source aims at taking that role in the future. 
This report describes science and technological synergies of neutron research infrastructures (RIs) with 
other RIs. The most prominent synergies are found between neutron and synchrotron RIs, where 
research datasets are often complementary, and scientists speak a similar ‘language’. The wide 
applicability of neutron science brought communities from engineering, biology and soft matter 
science to the neutron RIs and the complexity of the systems studied in these fields often require 
combining neutron science with other methodologies. By facilitating the combination of neutrons with 
these methodologies, synergies are created that enable new science to be performed. These synergies 
appear as new common labs, software, hardware and as multidisciplinary research programmes and 
consortia of RIs. The further development of these synergies will provide necessary basis for the future 
generations of scientists in solving societal challenges, without borders.   
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 Introduction 
Neutron science has always profited from strong international collaborations with other large scale 
research infrastructures (RIs). The first pioneering research of applying neutrons as a probe for 
fundamental and materials science was done at national research reactors, but soon afterwards the 
community gathered into common infrastructures, such as the neutron source Institut Laue Langevin 
in Grenoble, still the leader in neutron science worldwide. This international institute was at the origin 
of what is now called the EPN campus (European Photon and Neutron science campus), with synergies 
with the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility and many bridging laboratories. The strength of 
combining large scale RIs is now a common practice at many locations in Europe (PSI, ISIS, ESS).  
 
This report describes such synergies of research infrastructures in terms of Science Synergies, 
Technical Synergies and Human Potential.   
 
This report has valuable input and suggestions from our colleagues at different facilities. We would 
like to acknowledge our colleagues for their input: Sara Fletcher and Philip King (STFC/UKRI/ISIS), 
Jürgen Neuhaus from MLZ, Mark Johnson from ILL, Stefan Janssen from PSI, Hanna Wacklin-Knecht 
from ESS and Peter Kjǽr Willendrup from DTU. 

 Science synergies 
Synergies in science relate to how neutron science is combined with other fields or methodologies of 
science to deliver new insights and discoveries. On one hand, technological progress in neutron science 
and complementary science generates new possibilities in such science synergies, as new experimental 
methods are developed, or when such methods gain in sensitivity, resolution and cover a larger range 
of length and time scales. On the other hand, many scientific challenges (like energy storage materials) 
demand a multi-disciplinary approach to answer a single question, which requires optimal cooperation 
and complementary approaches between the disciplines and their RIs.  
 
As an example, Li battery performance depends on many (chemical and physical) processes taking 
place from the atomic scale to the micrometer scale, and at time scales from femto-seconds to 
milliseconds. While technological progress increases the range of length and time scales that is covered 
by neutron science instrumentation, new science synergies are created.  
 
For several decades now, neutron scientists have teamed up with computer scientists, developing and 
using classical/DFT based computational methods to study condensed matter. Inelastic neutron 
scattering data or the diffusion of individual atoms, such as lithium ions in battery research, can now 
be routinely generated from computer simulations using the methods of lattice dynamics or molecular 
dynamics. While computational techniques are a powerful approach, the results are often strongly 
dependent on the way we model our system of interest, i.e. the simulation input. The way forward is 
thus a combined experimental-simulation approach, where tuning of the model and interaction 
parameters is enabled by comparison with experimental neutron (and other) data.  
 
 
The data generated through neutron and X-ray studies are complementary, while the theory behind 
the interaction with matter (scattering and non-scattering) bears strong similarities. Many 
synchrotrons are therefore based on the same premises as the neutron sources, for scientists to 
optimally exploit these research infrastructures and to create optimal synergy between the facilities 
in terms of physical/chemical/biological/computing labs and other auxiliary infrastructures. 
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In this chapter we take a tour through several synergies of neutron science with other fields of science. 
Many of the existing synergies grew organically and their development spurred naturally by 
researchers in need to solve their challenges on the fly.  
 
Most of the coordinated synergies in science stem from such a bottom-up approach when it becomes 
more efficient to team up in a larger group, nationally or internationally. As such, the European 
Spallation Source in Lund (with more than 130 partners worldwide) can be considered to be a Science 
Synergy project, as it is embedded in the scientific ambitions of the Lund Science Village and the 
European Research Infrastructure from Day 1. 
 
Benefits of synergies with other RIs for neutrons usually become apparent from (individual) scientific 
collaborations. Scientific publications and dissemination that demonstrate how to benefit from 
combining different RIs, will automatically lead to other scientists applying the same approach to 
tackle similar problems. It is therefore worthwhile to give an overview of some typical combinations 
of RIs as reported in the published scientific literature. 
  

 Individual science project synergies 
 

7.1.1. The statistical approach to depict science synergies 
In this section we address ‘individual science synergies’ by meta-data inspection of published work. 
This approach builds on a previously developed analysis of neutron science through the AI inspection 
of a large corpus of meta-data of published work as extracted from the Scopus database of Elsevier. 
Meta data of a publication does not contain the full text of the publication, but rather title, abstract, 
authors, keywords, date of publication, journal, etc. The report on this previous analysis is the 
Deliverable 2.3 of the Brightness2 project. 
 
In the current report, we have extended this approach to generate a more comprehensive corpus of 
neutron science meta data. This extended corpus has been generated from a query in the Scopus 
database using the term ‘neutron’ as well as the terms used by Gutberlet et al [Thomas Gutberlet, Dirk 
Tunger, Philipp Zeitler & Thomas Brückel (2018) Do neutrons publish? A neutron publication survey, 
2005–2015, Neutron News, 29:2, 18-24, DOI: 10.1080/10448632.2018.1514199]. These query terms 
by Gutberlet are used in Scopus, and may result in a different corpus of meta-data than published by 
Gutberlet, who used Web of Science as database.  
 
The corpus in this report has 344304 publications (articles: 261365, conference proceeding: 63086, 
reviews: 7389, letters: 3569, chapters: 2646, notes: 1413, conference review: 1394, short survey: 1173, 
erratum: 819, editorial: 762, book: 446, report: 128, undefined: 49, business article: 36, other: 22, abstract 
report: 7). 
 
By limiting the time span to 5 years (2016-2020) and selecting publications that have at least 1 author or 
co-author from one of the European countries, this corpus is reduced to 26001 publications. All the results 
in what follows below are based on these 26001 publications, that were produced by 89881 unique authors 
(or co-authors), located in 9790 unique affiliations (of which we were able to identify 9694 in the Scopus 
database, 6254 of these affiliations are located in European countries). This can be interpreted as a 
confirmation that neutrons as a scientific probe, serve a very large community of scientists in physics, 
chemistry, biology and engineering. 
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7.1.2. Selection of RIs for the Scopus database analysis 
 For the analysis of the synergies with other RIs, the following large-scale RIs are selected: 
 

• European neutron centers (based on https://neutronsources.org/neutron-
centres/europe/). 

• European synchrotrons (based https://lightsources.org/lightsources-of-the-
world/europe/).  

• High magnetic fields science (based on https://emfl.eu/organisation/#members),  
• Structural biology research (based on https://www.embl.org/about/ and 

https://www.ibs.fr/spip.php?lang=en) 
• Single-site RIs mentioned in the ESFRI-roadmap-2018 report.  

 
RIs that are distributed over several (geographical) locations cannot be included in our analysis. 
The relevant organizations with their respective Scopus affiliations ID’s are listed in the Appendix 1.  
 

7.1.3. Strengths and weaknesses of our approach 
All the analysis in this chapter is based on the Scopus database, which allows us to deal with large 
amounts of published data and to treat all this data in a uniform and systematic manner.  As such, the 
analysis over 26001 publications is unbiased as we do not determine which specific publications or 
journals are relevant and irrelevant. The method is scripted and can be reused for other databases, 
time spans, etc.  
 
The analysis is based on entries in the Scopus database which also implies some very important 
limitations in order to come to a full description of synergies with other RIs. The database contains 
only meta-data, such as author IDs and affiliation IDs. Besides the fact that some of these entries are 
missing for some of the publications, the affiliation IDs come with an extra complication. The most 
straightforward complication is that for instance an author at any university might use his/her 
university as affiliation in a publication but could also choose to rather use the faculty (at the 
university) as affiliation. Similarly, some authors will use their department, rather than the faculty or 
the section or PI lab as affiliation. 
Although most neutron facilities seem to have a unique affiliation ID in the Scopus database, we noted 
that some of the facilities do not: MLZ in Garching, Germany seems to have most affiliation IDs notes 
as TUM (Technical University München, Germany) and the SINQ neutron source of PSI Villigen, 
Switzerland cannot be discerned from other PSI Villigen labs or RIs (such as SLS). For the BNC neutron 
facility in Budapest, Hungary, Scopus has a similar limitation, because most publications show up with 
the affiliation being Wigner Research Center, and another affiliation being the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences. Likewise, the Atominstitute Wien, also has several affiliation IDs in different publications. 
 
The fact that many SINQ publications appear as PSI in the Scopus database cannot be disentangled for 
our purposes, as some of the meta-data entries do actually have SINQ as affiliation.  
 
As explained in 7.1.1, the meta-data corpus is generated from a Scopus database query using the 
search term ‘neutron’ and the search terms as defined by Gutberlet et al.  In the time span 2016-2020 
this corpus contains 1660 publications for ILL (implying at least 1 ILL co-author), where the actual 
number of publications from ILL (based on the annual reports) is 2805. This difference can be caused 
by the choice of search terms in the Scopus query (searching only in the meta-data) and it can be 
caused by the restriction that we demand at least one author to have ILL affiliation properly registered 
in the Scopus database. 
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Keeping these limitations in mind, we will proceed below with the 26001 publication meta-data entries 
and re-iterate the effects of the limitation in the analysis below. 
 

7.1.4. Results from the statistical approach 
In the section we address the outcomes of the statistical analysis of the meta-data corpus, stepwise 
zooming in to links between the different RIs. The entire corpus is represented as a histogram in Figure 
1, showing the difference between (a few) large-scale RIs (producing many unique publications) and 
the (many) non-RI affiliations such as university sections or departments, that publish only a few 
manuscripts in the same time span. The latter appear on the left side of the histogram. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Histogram relating the number of unique affiliations to the number of unique publications.  As an 
example: the ILL appears in the lower right corner with 1660 publications, as one single affiliation (x=1660, y=1) 
in the time span 2016-2020. On the other hand, a unique scientist that published with her/his own PI-lab as 
affiliation will appear on the x-axis on the left side, and one can expect that many such ‘individual labs’ result in 
the high frequency on the left side of the graph. 
 
 
 
 
In Table 1, the top-20 affiliations list confirms that RIs (mostly neutron facilities) are the most-
productive science affiliations in our corpus.  
 
As can be seen from Table 1, several of the European neutron centra are well represented in our 
dataset, including JINR, ILL, ISIS, PSI, and PNPI. However, some ambiguity related to the identity of the 
neutron sources within larger organizations becomes obvious already here. For example, most of 
publications prepared using neutrons at the SINQ source are indicated by PSI affiliation, as well as 
publications from MLZ are falling under the umbrella of the Technical University of Munich. This issue 
will be reiterated when synergies will be depicted between specific neutron sources and other 
research infrastructures. 
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Table 1. 21 affiliations with the highest number of publications found (N_pubs) in the database.
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Using the input we received from PSI and MLZ, we confirmed that their ‘synergy publications’ appear 
in our meta-data corpus. 
 
Interpreting these ‘checks’ on our meta-data corpus as a confirmation of validity of the corpus for the 
time span 2016-2020 of European neutron research with the queries ‘neutron’ and those of Gutberlet 
et al., we proceed to depict the entire corpus in a ‘graph’ representation as is common to the discrete 
mathematics community. To depict the synergies between RIs, we proceed to represent the histogram 
of Figure 1 in a 2-dimensional graph. In this graph, the neutron facilities appear within the dense center 
of gravity in the center of the graph. The “remote halo” of individual affiliations around this center can 
be considered as ‘white noise’, irrelevant to our reported synergies of neutron RIs with other RIs. One 
can find, for instance, affiliations in this ‘halo’ that are individual PI labs and affiliations that have few 
neutron-related publications.    
 
 

 
Figure 2. Graph representation of all affiliations in the meta-data database, overview. Each affiliation is depicted 
as a single dot, called a node in discrete mathematics graph theory. The thin and thick lines (edges) between the 
nodes represent the common publications. The line width indicates that the pair of affiliations that the line 
connects, have more common publications. Concerning the (automatic) placement of the nodes, one can 
imagine the following balls-and-springs scenario: a thick line can be thought of as a strong spring that connects 
the balls (nodes), whereby these nodes are automatically placed in close vicinity. Nodes with many such strong 
connections to other nodes, will have a larger diameter (better visualized in the graphs below) and end up in the 
‘center of gravity’ of the graph.    
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To be able to discern neutron facilities and other RIs with the very dense cloud of affiliations in the 
center of gravity, a graphical zoom-in into this core is required (Figure 3 and 4). At this level of detail, 
it also becomes apparent that the edges (number of common publications) between the affiliations 
vary significantly in line width, revealing that the number of publications linking neutron facilities and 
other RIs varies greatly, depending on the specific facility and RI. The graphical representation still 
makes it difficult to discern the individual neutron facilities. 
 

 
Figure 3. Graph representation of all affiliations, view 2. A zoom-in of the center of the affiliation graph shown 
in Figure 2, but with the additional filter that removes affiliations with less than 10 publications (in the time span 
2016-2020). The neutron facilities appear as blue nodes, and in close vicinity to the synchrotrons (in yellow). The 
many grey nodes contain affiliations such as universities, that appear in the Scopus database as universities, 
faculties, departments, sections and PI-labs. In that sense, the neutron facilities (as well as the synchrotrons) are 
rather well embedded in the academic world as depicted in this graphical representation. 
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Figure 4. Graph representation of all affiliations, view 3. Zooming in further on the graph of Figure 3, one can 
discern the individual neutron affiliations in blue, the synchrotrons in yellow and other RIs in orange. In the 
corpus of Scopus meta-data that was built for this report, the neutron facilities appear among the largest nodes. 
The large orange node is CERN. 
 
 
 
The neutron and other RIs in Figure 4 are precisely located in the center of gravity of the graph. The 
considerable size/diameter of the neutron facilities confirms their importance in the corpus (as created 
from the Scopus query). Moreover, Figure 4 also shows how strongly embedded neutron facilities are 
within the academic community of Europe, with many ‘other RIs’ representing also the university and 
any affiliation with more than 10 publications in the time span 2016-2020. The fact that the many 
common publications of neutron facilities, depicted with the black lines, show up as a nearly-uniform 
black background, is another indication of the embeddedness of neutron facilities. 
 
 
The quantification of the inter-RI synergies is expressed as the number of publications in Table 2, within 
the 5-year time span, with the strongest bonds between neutron RIs and synchrotron facilities. 
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Table 2. The ten strongest bonds between RIs. The number of common publications for the RIs considered in this 
report during the time span 2016-2020. 
 

Affiliation names Edge weight (no. common publications) 
Institut Laue-Langevin and ISIS Facility  158 

 
ISIS Facility and Diamond Light Source 80 
Institut Laue-Langevin and European 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

76 

Institut Laue-Langevin and Helmholtz-Zentrum 
Berlin für Materialien und Energie (HZB) 

67 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna and 
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute (PNPI) 

64 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna and 
European Organization for Nuclear Research 

61 

Institut Laue-Langevin and European Spallation 
Source ERIC 

50 

ISIS Facility and European Spallation Source ERIC 48 
European Organization for Nuclear Research and 
Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz 

42 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna and 
Institut Laue-Langevin 

42 

 
 
 
By removing all affiliations except for neutron facilities, the synergies between neutron RIs become 
more apparent, as shown in Figure 5. Here, we re-iterate that our corpus is based on the Scopus 
database and as such cannot discern properly the neutron centers of PSI, MLZ, BNC, and RID, as 
discussed in the Strengths and Weaknesses section above. Because of this limitation, the size of the 
corresponding nodes and their links with other neutron RIs are not well depicted in this graph, for 
these particular facilities. The graph shows that there is a considerable science synergy between the 
neutron facilities, through their common publications. 
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Figure 5. Graph representation of neutron affiliations only. The European neutron facilities are well connected 
through their common scientific publications. The size and connections of PSI, MLZ, BNC are not depicted 
correctly due to Scopus affiliation IDs (see section 7.1.3) and e.g. MLZ appears both a FRM-II and MLZ, with TUM 
missing.  
 
 
Science synergies with other RIs within Europe are depicted in Figure 6, where the strongest synergy 
is with the synchrotron facilities. These two RIs are scientifically very similar in the sense that the X-
ray and neutron probes and the related data analysis share many theoretical backgrounds, and both 
scientific communities speak a very common language. The connection to CERN also stands out, most 
likely because of detection of sub-atomic particles, fundamental physics and detector and accelerator 
developments. For science in biology, neutrons also play an important role, and the (coordinated) 
science synergies show up in the graph with several ‘biology affiliations’.  
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Figure 6. Graph representation of neutron affiliations in a network of other RIs. Beside the connections within 
the neutron community, neutron affiliations are connected to the synchrotron RIs and to CERN. 
 

 Coordinated science synergies 
The first and most straight-forward example of science synergy of neutrons facilities with other RIs is 
the fact that many neutron sources are based at the same site as synchrotrons. The shared site of 
neutrons and X-rays provides the coordinated synergy because the scientific communities of X-rays 
and neutrons are easily familiarized with both fields of science, and they share many scientific 
technologies and theories. In materials science, the choice for either technique depends on the 
sensitivity and selectivity of the two probes, which are strongly complementary, so that both probes 
are needed to solve a scientific problem.  
 
The common site then becomes a seeding point for common labs (for chemistry, biology, deuteration, 
material characterization, catalysis, etc.) and auxiliary equipment and computing capacity. Examples 
of such shared sites include the European Photon and Neutron Science campus (EPN) in Grenoble, 
France, the Paul Scherrer Institute in Villigen, Switzerland, the Harwell campus near Didcot, United 
Kingdom, the TUM Science Campus in Garching, Germany and the Science Village and LINXS in Lund, 
Sweden. 
 
On a pan-European scale, neutron sources have teamed up to create the LENS initiative, and the 
synchrotron sources to the LEAPS initiative, with other photon sources. Similar European initiatives 
have been created for other analytical probes over the last years, which has culminated in the 
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Analytical Research Infrastructures in Europe (ARIE), combining neutrons with photons, protons, 
electrons, ions, lasers and high magnetic fields. As such, ARIE represents the high-end analytical 
research infrastructures in Europe and the consortium has recently published a position paper on how 
these research infrastructures will allow to achieve the 5 Horizon Europe Missions. Very recently, the 
ARIE consortium also demonstrated the concerted effort on the research on Viral and Microbial 
Threats, a very timely joint position paper in the light of the COVID-19 virus, how the infrastructures 
delivered concrete analytical insights in fighting COVID-19, with an outlook to what science is needed 
in the future. 
 
As the different national and international neutron facilities are each embedded in unique 
organizational structures (regionally, nationally, internationally, European, pan-European), their 
synergies with other RIs are unique too. For this reason, we address the synergies in topics rather than 
in (geographic) sites. Some very common scientific topics where coordinated scientific synergies are 
found are Soft Matter, Life Sciences and Batteries. Besides these topics, it is worth mentioning that 
neutrons play an important role in Heritage Science and are embedded in the pan-European IPERION-
HS and  E-RIHS network on heritage science. As this community consists of a combination of experts in 
natural sciences as well as archeologists, historians, conservators and curators, there is a larger gap to 
bridge in conveying the scientific outcomes and interpreting these results. Often, heritage science does 
not have the option to apply any destructive handling of the object under investigation or to allow any 
treatment for the purpose of the experimental campaign. Neutrons are rather well suited for non-
invasive inspection, especially if the outcomes are correlated to results from other RIs, whence their 
need for Synergies between RIs. 
 

7.2.1. Soft Matter Science 
At the EPN campus in Grenoble, the ILL and ESRF initiated the Partnership for Condensed Matter 
(PSCM) in a bottom-up approach. Since the two seminal workshops held in 2004, 2006, the Partnership 
has resulted in continuous investments in the common Science Building (2014) which is now equipped 
with 30 instruments in the building and labs. With some 300 scientific visitors per year, the synergy of 
the PSCM allows it to send out a (competitive) call for proposals to the user community that benefits 
from the infrastructure that the Science Building offers in cooperation with the instrument park of 
both the ILL and the ESRF. 
 
PSCM currently reports some 270 publications, with 61 publications relating to two or more 
instruments from the ILL and/or the ESRF. 
 
At the LINXS institute, Soft Matter Science is one of the 3 focus areas for scientific synergy between 
the MAX IV synchrotron and the ESS spallation source. Soft Matter appears in several of the 5 running 
themes of activities, in scientific collaborations, workshops, conferences and webinars, etc. As an 
example, the Northern Lights on Food conferences I and II, scientifically at the interface between Life 
Sciences and Soft Matter, also bridges the gap between food industry and academics, enabling to use 
the large-scale infrastructures of ESS and MAX IV to better and healthier food. Organization of such 
networking events is provided by the Food Science and Technology working group of LINXS. 
 
Neutron scattering allows to modify the sensitivity and selectivity of experiments by isotope 
substitutions, leaving the physical and chemical properties of the (biological) material nearly intact. 
This asset is exploited in Soft Matter mostly through the exchange of hydrogen with deuterium (H/D 
exchange). The exchange process itself can be realized by synthesis of molecules using deuterium, or 
by ‘a posteriori’ exchange. The DEUNET community is established to create synergies between the 
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different laboratories worldwide that have the expertise to generate deuterated materials. Within 
Europe, the deuteration labs of ILL, ESS, ISIS and FZJ are members of DEUNET. 
  

7.2.2. Life Sciences 
 
Like Soft Matter Science, Life Sciences research using neutrons exploits the benefits of H/D exchange 
to tune the sensitivity of neutrons to ‘see’ parts of biological molecules. As biological molecules cannot 
always be easily deuterated a posteriori, these molecules (polysaccharides, proteins, lipids, DNA/RNA) 
are extracted from cultured cells under deuterated conditions. Such deuterated biological molecules 
can then be studied to determine their structure and dynamics in a very detailed manner using neutron 
scattering. 
 
The Partnership Structural Biology (PSB) at the EPN campus in Grenoble provides the scientific, 
organizational, and technical synergies for their 350 scientists to perform research in structural 
biology. This field of science benefits from the partnership because studying extraordinarily complex 
biological systems require the scientists to combine shrewdly several techniques. The Partnership 
constitution reflects this as “a unique palette of 21 technological platforms for integrated structural 
biology studies”. Scientists of PSB profit from the PSB synergies for protein expression, sample 
characterization, high-resolution and supramolecular equipment. The joined initiative of the PSB 
partnership (ILL, ESRF, IBS and EMBL) results in some 200 publications per year from the common 
research infrastructure.  
 
The LINXS Antibodies in Solution research programme aims to develop sufficient high-quality antibody 
material in a research project involving a team of theorists and experimentalists. Another integrative 
approach by the Amyloid working group aims to develop user-friendly analysis tools for spectroscopy 
that use machine learning. Life Sciences are concerned with molecules of sizes are typically very large 
(e.g. typical protein size is of the order of 10 nm) and with complicated dynamics and interactions. 
LINXS initiates the development of analysis software for predicting scattering functions from 
computational simulations, to include solvation water around biological molecules and to study the 
effect of anisotropic electrostatic effects on protein-protein interactions (theory and computational 
simulations provide the synergy between X-rays and neutrons). 
 
 

7.2.3. Batteries 
Within the European Battery2030+ large-scale research initiative, the Big-Map project focuses on 
accelerating the development of improved battery interfaces and materials. Advances in 
understanding materials and interfaces are at the origin of future battery capabilities and these new 
insights are integrated into the Battery2030+ initiative to ensure that such academic advances find 
their way to industrial applications and society. The Big-Map consortium involves 15 countries in 
Europe and consists of 15 universities, 9 research institutions, 3 large-scale facilities, 6 industrial 
partners and 1 association.  
 

 Technical synergies 
Beside the many technical synergies between neutron RIs, several developments of hardware and 
software are done in a coordinated fashion with other RIs. Programmes such as SINE2020 aim to co-
develop hardware and software with scientists and engineers from other RIs. Here we address the 
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synergies in detector development, instrument development (through ray-tracing) and scientific 
analysis software. 

 Detectors 
As neutrons are non-ionizing particles, the detection of thermal and cold neutrons is based on nuclear 
absorption of the neutron by isotopes like 3He, 6Li, 10B. Such technology is developed within the 
neutron community as well as with the community of high energy physics, such as CERN and CEA. 
Besides individual collaboration projects on detector design, the Brightness1 project and the SINE2020 
project aimed at development of neutron detectors for the brightest future neutron sources. 
 

 Ray Tracing 
As neutron instrumentation is designed by the neutron community and neutron experts at the neutron 
facilities, the power of Monte Carlo ray tracing simulations was already soon recognized for the 
purpose of novel designs, validation and quantification of instrumentation. The most common 
software packages are VITESS and McStas. Version 3 of VITESS is dedicated to the design of ESS 
particular, while McStas is extended beyond the use of neutrons, through the involvement in the 
McXtrace project for X-ray tracing. The co-development between McStas and McXtrace further 
substantiate the synergies between the neutron and X-ray communities. Because of the maturity of 
the McStas software suite, it now also allows to perform virtual experiments at the large-scale neutron 
facilities, which are well described within the software suite. This virtualization allows for scientists to 
better prepare for upcoming beam time at facilities or even to include expected outcomes in scientific 
proposals. Likewise, the software suite allows students at bachelor, master and PhD level to get 
involved in (large) instrumental design projects, and to get acquainted with experimental campaigns, 
virtually. Ray-tracing complements university teaching beyond theoretical descriptions of soft or hard 
matter physics and biology. 
 

 Analysis software of scientific experimental data 
Within the neutron community, the request for more advanced and unified software and data formats 
and access has resulted in several open-source open-access synergies. Visualization and analysis 
software suite such as Mantid provide  unification of data treatment at many of the large-scale facilities 
within Europe and around the world. The software suite BornAgain allows to analyze both neutron 
and X-ray reflectometry data, as does FullProf for neutron and X-ray diffraction data. Another recent 
(international) collaboration on scientific software development was for neutron and X-ray small angle 
scattering data analysis: SasView. 
 
In a similar manner to the above-mentioned examples for unification of analysis software, the neutron 
and X-ray communities have embarked on delivering open-access data storage for the every-increasing 
amounts of scientific data produced at the neutron and X-ray facilities in Europe. Under the umbrella 
of  PaNOSC and ExPaNDS, open science clouds and computing are realized, following the FAIR data 
policy and providing the scientific experimental data with unique DOIs.  

 Human Potential 
The excellent neutron research infrastructure of Europe needs to be complemented with highly skilled 
young professionals in the many fields of science that are covered with neutron instrumentation. 
Synergies in education and career development foster the optimal exploitation of the different RIs. By 
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ensuring that the next generation of scientists are trained to use the RIs to the best of its capabilities, 
we ascertain that this generation can solve the societal problems of the future. 

 Education 
Science leans heavily on education for its progress. To be able to fully exploit large scale Research 
Infrastructure, the young generation needs to be taught how such RIs help to answer curiosity-driven 
as well as societally-driven scientific questions of today and tomorrow. Most neutron facilities provide 
(summer) schools in neutron scattering to ensure that next generation scientists are aware of the 
strengths of neutrons as a scientific probe. At these schools, the students experience the life of a RI 
and obtain state-of-the-art knowledge. However, for reasons of physical distance, academic 
coordination, and sheer capacity limitation at the facilities, only a small fraction of the tens of 
thousands of STEM students graduating in Europe every year are being subject to this training. 
 
On a European level, already for many years, the Hercules School on neutron and X-ray scattering has 
provided an intensive 4-6 weeks course for PhD students around Europe. The school provides both 
theoretical and practical education, in neutron scattering and in X-ray scattering and is in general 
considered as one of the best and broadest neutron education possibilities worldwide. 
 
In contrast, many universities around Europe provide courses in neutron scattering on the bachelor, 
master or PhD programmes. Such education is frequently combined with X-ray scattering, to 
emphasize the correspondence and differences between the two probes. However, the university 
courses will in general lack the hands-on experience given by the facility summer schools, and hand-
on training is in many cases limited to table-top X-ray experiments. Examples do exist where a 
university co-located (or in close collaboration) with a neutron RI gain access to hands-on 
opportunities, but these cases are rare.  
 
A similar synergy in education between X-rays and neutrons is provided by the PaNOSC initiative, PaN-
learning, providing free online open science cloud teaching and training on both photon and neutron 
science for scientists and students. The tools are available for university teaching in their own courses, 
and the e-learning and simulation methods applied here are capable of giving the students a virtual 
hand-on experience that is much more realistic than most university courses, but still cannot compete 
with the real experience gained by the facility courses. Further development of the PaN-learning 
platform into even more realistic capabilities is foreseen. 
 
In Grenoble, the ILL and ESRF host the InnovaXN PhD programme together with the Université 
Grenoble Alpes, providing 40 PhD projects that aim to bring together the scientific expertise and 
capabilities at the ILL and ESRF and the R&D needs of European industry. Besides providing synergy 
between RIs, such investments allow to introduce and attract industry to the RIs, now and in the future. 
The programme is supported through a European H2020 programme.  
 

 Career paths 
As many neutron facilities are based close to universities, most neutron sources have agreements with 
universities for both professorships and studentships at the facility. Such agreements stimulate the 
exchange of expertise and experts, and for the facilities to invest in their future community of 
(scientific and industrial) users. Several facilities have developed, and are currently developing, novel 
neutron instrumentation in close cooperation with university staff in this manner. For the scientists 
that run the beam lines at the facility, these agreements allow for a career path outside of the research 
facility and they also assist to keep up with academia beyond the visiting scientists at the beam line. 
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 Outlook and Conclusions 
In this report we described the Synergies with other RIs for neutrons in Europe. Neutron science is well 
embedded in the networks of the scientific communities that make use of it. The bottom-up synergies 
have led to Partnership with other RIs and to networks like LENS and subsequently ARIE. Such umbrella 
organizations are expected to create more synergies between the RIs and optimize their scientific and 
technical exploitation, with direct benefits to the scientists visiting the RIs. Some of these expected 
benefits are: 
 
Mobility for students and researchers: due to its very nature, scientists need to be able to visit the RI 
sites and (preferably) take part on site in the experiment. It is often underestimated that this also 
implies a financial burden (even limited) that is not easily covered by the universities but which is very 
important for a successful experiment. The mobility also automatically implies working in international 
and intercultural teams. 
The point of skill training for students and PhD students: experiments at RIs require a strong degree of 
preparation and thinking ahead about possible outcomes and scenarios of the experiment, with a 
pressure that is not so stringent in the home laboratory. This experience gives students an impetus to 
be better prepared and to do forward thinking about success and failure scenarios. In the lab this same 
pressure is often absent. 
On-the-spot data analysis, allowing to take better decisions for the remainder of the experiment, e.g. 
relying on AI-based data analysis. This requires separate attention. 
Participating in experiments at RIs should expose our students/researchers to the current state-of-the-
art in (high-tech) industry: what can be achieved in instrumentation, detection limits, what ‘is in it’ for 
the companies.  For most of the scientists doing an experiment the focus is evidently on getting the 
scientific results, but maybe additional attention should go to the industry and technical improvements 
that allow the progress. Since more and more graduate students end up in areas outside of academic 
research, we should stimulate this and try to foster closer contacts with the supplying industry. 
 
The RIs in Europe are thoroughly being investigated and monitored by the European Strategy Forum 
on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI), which produces roadmap updates every 2 years on the existing 
facilities and the developments and requirements of the scientific RI landscape of Europe. The 
recognition of the need for synergies between RIs, and across borders, expressed in the announcement 
of the upcoming ESFRI-2021 report on their website: 
 
“One of the key ingredients of ESFRI rests in ensuring that excellent scientists have access to Europe´s 
best research infrastructures, irrespective of borders. These actions require truly pan-European 
collaboration and global outlook. ESFRI has acquired immense and valuable experience since its 
foundation. It is our privilege to be able to share this experience across countries and research 
infrastructure projects.” 

 The analysis method 
The current method to describe and depict the Synergies with other RIs is based on 26001 publications. 
By analyzing the main text/body of the publications, it is expected that the analysis can go one step 
further by using Natural Language Processing and deep-learning AI to extract how scientists combine 
different scientific methods (among which, the RIs) in their research. As an example, a recent 
publication by Kulka et al.  (Influence of Na/Mn arrangements and P2/P’2 phase 
ratio on the electrochemical performance of Nax MnO2 cathodes for sodium-ion batteries, J. Mater. 
Chem. A, 2020, 8, 6022), in the text within the publication a clear distinction is made between various 
subunits of larger organisations, where a collaboration between Electrochemistry Laboratory and SLS 
within PSI is presented. From the Scopus query publications meta-data, only a general identifier of PSI 
is present and deep-learning AI is expected to discern such cases of multiple labs within one facility. 
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 Appendix 1 
 
Table A1: Neutron centra and their corresponding affiliation ID’s found in Scopus database 

Neutron center Scopus Affiliation ID 
"BNC", "CERIC", "Demokritos", "60196683", "118781550", "60001104", 
                      "ESS", "ESS-Bilbao", "FRM-II",                             "60159918", "113167022", 

"60117817", 
                     "JCNS", "JINR", "MLZ",                             "105586514", "60004764", 

"114721426", 
                      "HZB", "HZG", "IFE",                             "60004017", "60025288", 

"60010248", 
"IRMM", "ILL", "ISIS", "JGU", "112361350", "60007109", "60001724", 

"60031216", 
"LLB", "MARIA", "NPI", "60025458", "60113625", "60001924", 
"PNPI", "RID", "PRR", "SINQ",  "60014977", "60070252", "60023271", 

"60012894", 
"TRIGA_Mark_II", "TRIGA_RIC" "60007064", "126457279" 

 
 
Table A2: Biology RI and their corresponding affiliation ID’s found in Scopus database 

Biology RI Scopus Affiliation ID 
"EMBL_Heidelberg", "60007257", 
             "EMBL_UK",              "60008380", 
             "EMBL_Hamburg",              "60006031", 
             "EMBL_Grenoble",              "60030578", 
             "EMBL_Monterotondo",              "60024162", 
              "EMBL_Barcelona",              "119837292", 
             "IBS"              "60016067" 

 
 
Table A3: EMFL RI and their corresponding affiliation ID’s found in Scopus database 

EMFL RI Scopus Affiliation ID 
"Laboratoire National des Champs 
Magnétiques", 

"60068556", 

        "Dresden High Magnetic Field Laboratory",               "101173445", 
        "Nijmegen High Field Magnet Laboratory"               "100481787" 

 
 
Table A4: European X-ray centra and their corresponding affiliation ID’s found in Scopus database 

X-ray center Scopus Affiliation ID 
"ALBA", "60086946", 
               "MAXIV",                "60079068", 
               "DESY",                "60030635", 
               "SOLARIS",                "113720991", 
               "BESSY",                "60015188", 
               "Diamond",                "60104663", 
               "ELETTRA",                "60033292", 
               "SLS",                "107929597", 
               "ESRF"               "60032633" 
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Table A5: Other European RI’s mentioned in esfri-roadmap-2018 and their corresponding affiliation 
ID’s found in Scopus database 
 

European RI Scopus Affiliation ID 
"MYRRHA", "101870141", 
          "Jules Horowitz Reactor",                 "114219466", 
          "Cherenkov Telescope Array",                 "121046998", 
          "European Southern Observatory 
(Extremely large telescope)", 

                "60023599", 

          "European XFEL",                "60111947", 
          "Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research",                 "110167681", 
          "HL-LHC (CERN)",                 "60019778", 
         "Square Kilometre Array",                 "60111177", 
          "SPIRAL2/GANIL"                 "106220583" 

 
 


